13 JUNE 2017

POLAND AROUND
ALL ROADS LEAD
TO... LUBLIN!

Tomorrow at 2 pm we
will visit Lublin
LOTTERY

SAVE THE LAST DANCE FOR ME!
Last evening was dedicated to national dances. Each group prepared their national
dance and taught some general steps of their dance to others. The evening started
with Armenian group who decided to start their dance with telling participants
about the dance origins. After they showed participants some steps and then all
participants started dancing. After Spanish team presented their dance in an
interesting way. Polish people decided to teach participants a joke(happy) dance.
Italians dance also made participants happy and they enjoyed it. Georgian group
organised an attractive game for us. Finally, Ukrainian group did both playing game
and singing. In the end we can conclude from participants reactions that all of them
enjoyed our dancing evening.
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GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

"Don't be shy I want to
talk with you"

"Dani, you are the best
coach. I want a special
training... only for me!"

"Italian people dzień
dobry"
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Has been postponed.
Remember to give
your souvenirs to
Giorgia (Italy) or Mary
(Armenia) before
9:30pm

13 JUNE 2017

DO YOU KNOW THAT...
ARMENIA

Traditional bread of Armenia is thin like canvas and
is called lavash.
Armenia was the first country to adopt Christianity.

European citizen
During morning session on Monday
Ukrainian team leader Tanya organised a
presentation about European citizenship.
The workshop started with some
questions which helped the participants
to understand each other's opinion about
European citizenship, values and Europe
as a home. In the end of the workshop
we were asked to make newspaper
headlines which would describe Europe
after 10 years. Though the task was not
easy it helped us to think deeper about
the problems and challenges that Europe
faces now and to dream a little bit about
the better future for all of us.

UKRAINE

During wedding one of the parents of bride
should kiss one of the parent of bridegroom.

On December 13th boys in village take gate of the
house of unmarried girl and hide it.

IT'S PLAY TIME
1. What's the capitol of Armenia?
2. When the Civil War in Spain ended?
3. What's the typical Italian dish?
4. How Georgians say "beautiful"?
5. How Ukrainians say "hello"?
6. How Polish people say "thank you"
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